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Oh! Forget It!

Tims, and again the question is asked how to get rid of ’’"bad thoughts. The stock an- 
swer is: begin thinking about good thoughts— squeeze out the bad images with the 
good ones, But it doesn11 always work out according to plan* psychological or choc* 
logical. Good thoughts strong enough and powerful enough to grip the mind can’t be 
picked up like ripe apples out of a barrel.
Last December in the Reader’s Digest there was a good article apr opr os to BAD TH0UGI 
"Forget It I - - And How, " Although the author, W. E* Bangs ter , is net talking no out im
pure thoughts specifically, this particular kind of undesirable thoughts can be in
cluded without doing any injustice to the author #
_e claims that if he were asked what causes more trouole in the world--the things ± or- 
gotten which should have been remembered, or the things remembered which should have 
been for gotten--he’s sure it would be the latter % What we neeci, there i ere, is not 
so much a good memory as a good forgettery.
If you say, "I can't forget," Mr. Songster will say, "You are wrong. You imply that 
the will has no power over the memory. But the will can be trained to do the work.
"1 meet people," he says, "who seem to think nhat If someone has played them a dirty
trick resentment is justified. Justified or not, resentment and the ache for revenge
are poison. It Is better to get rid of , * $0 learn to forget "

Remember To Forget.

Mr# Sangster points out ve may sot alWB-yw be 'to forget readily painful, tragic,
or deeply emotional experiences. The real danger in rememoerlng the wrong things is
that we keep resentment, self-pity, embarrassment, sinful desires alive in our souls.

80-0-0. » * remember to forget. Reverse the process ox remembering. To remember, 
one must revive the image, usually by association, no Id it in the mind for so long, 
revive it again--and regularly.
In remembering to forget, reverse the process Dod't revive the image. When it 
rises of itself, summoned by some associated idea, turn your thoughts immediately
from it.
Have in the ante-chamber of your mind a few interesting Ideas always on call (lltce ̂ 
carrying extra chocolate bars on a long hike)--things you find particularly ab sor Ding 
and which have the power to grip your thought and attention--for example, your wczk , 
vacation plans, sports, hobbies.
Most of the things you want to forget want to be forgotten; you are not working 
against but with nature if you learn to forget. A recollectlon--sinful or merely un
pleasant— firmly rejected in a disciplined way recurs less and less frequently.

Restitution Helps Forgetfulness.
No man, concludes Mr. Sangster, should hope to forget the wrong things he’s done till 
he has "one also whatever he can to straighten out his crooked lines# To do every
thing you can to maie amends helps our mlwdoods into oblivion. A guilty conscience 
ktopn t.hA memory terribly alert.
Let us aid a theological addendum to this very practical psychology* The only place 
to ease an uneasy conscience is the confessional. Whenever we are tempted to indulge 
in impure thoughts, the best way to begin the psychological process of remembering 
to forget is the theological self-starter: a strong, silent prayer_to Godjmd Mary\_
Praggcrŝ f [deceased] mother” ?TProf # C . Birder; father of J.'tt* Porbeck, 10. lYl,
Mrs. M# Pryor.


